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Abstract    Clock synchronization is one of the most fundamental and crucial network communication strategies. With

the expansion of the Industrial Internet in numerous industrial applications, a new requirement for the precision, security,

complexity, and other features of the clock synchronization mechanism has emerged in various industrial situations. This

paper presents a study of standardized clock synchronization protocols and techniques for various types of networks, and a

discussion of how these protocols and techniques might be classified. Following that is a description of how certain clock

synchronization protocols and technologies, such as PROFINET, Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN), and other well-known

industrial networking protocols, can be applied in a number of industrial situations. This study also investigates the possi-

ble future development of clock synchronization techniques and technologies.
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 1    Introduction

The  Industrial  Internet  is  a  new  industrial  form

that integrates communication technology and the in-

dustrial economy in a comprehensive manner. It is the

infrastructure  for  the  industry's  transformation  to

digitization,  networking,  and  intelligence.  By  intro-

ducing  the  Internet  of  Things  technology into  indus-

try, the Industrial Internet has the capabilities of pro-

duction  scheduling,  location  tracking,  environmental

monitoring, and production management, and plays a

vital  role  in  enhancing  industrial  production  efficien-

cy and reshaping the industrial form. For instance, in

the  smartphone  manufacturing  industry,  the  use  of

Industrial  Internet technology for wireless  connection

of  production  equipment  and  flexibly  manufacturing

products  can  reduce  the  cost  of  production  line  ad-

justments and create more economic value with faster

iterations.

Clock synchronization plays a fundamentally cru-

cial role in a variety of Industrial Internet based ser-

vices,  including  but  not  limited  to  the  aforemen-

tioned services. Using production scheduling as an ex-

ample,  if  the  data  transmitted  from  certain  device

nodes is not time-aligned, it can lead to device behav-

ior conflicts, unnecessary costs, and even device dam-

age.  This  survey  focuses  on  clock  synchronization

strategies  for  Industrial  Internet  wireless  nodes.  It

should be noted that  the  clock synchronization men-

tioned  above  includes  aligning  the  clock  frequency,
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initial  offset,  and  time  value[1],  which  will  be  intro-

duced in Section 2.

Before discussing the clock synchronization mech-

anism of the Industrial Internet, we also need to dis-

cuss the Industrial Internet's clock synchronization re-

quirements.  In  contrast  to  the  conventional  wired

packet-switched  network,  the  Industrial  Internet  en-

compasses  both  wired  and  wireless  networks.  In  in-

dustrial  applications,  the  requirements  for  clock  syn-

chronization vary depending on the scenario, which is

one  of  the  new  obstacles  encountered  in  the  deploy-

ment  of  the  Industrial  Internet.  This  paper  catego-

rizes these requirements into the points listed below.

µ

● Accuracy.  In  various  industrial  production  sce-

narios,  applications  have  varying  requirements  for

clock  synchronization  precision.  Various  measure-

ment and control data in the power grid, for instance,

require an accuracy of 100 ms to 1 s or better[2].

● Rapidity.  In certain scenarios,  nodes periodical-

ly synchronize their clocks; in some nodes in the duty

cycle mode, clock synchronization must be completed

during the duty cycle slot phase, and nodes must re-

main  in  the  sleep  mode  to  conserve  energy[3].  It  im-

plies  that  a  complete  clock  synchronization  process

must  be  completed  as  quickly  as  possible  within  a

predetermined  time  limit,  or  that  it  must  be  adapt-

able  to  ensure  that  the  synchronization  is  completed

within  the  time  limit  while  maximizing  its  accuracy.

Rapidity in a distributed network corresponds to the

increased convergence speed[4–6].

● Security.  Due  to  the  diversity  of  devices  and

communication  protocols,  the  security  of  clock  syn-

chronization  on  the  Industrial  Internet  is  more  chal-

lenging[7].  Given the inevitability  of  potential  attacks

such  as  Sybil  attacks[8],  secure  clock  synchronization

is  required  in  harsh  environments  by  default[9].  Be-

sides,  many  clock  synchronization  protocols  designed

in ideal  scenarios  are  ineffective  because  they cannot

defend against specific attacks[10–12].

● Robustness. The meaning of robustness is that a

network of nodes has a structurally loose topology[13],

resulting  in  high  fault  tolerance,  i.e.,  when  a  node

fails,  it  does  not  affect  the  clock  synchronization  of

the  entire  network,  and  scalability,  i.e.,  when  a  new

node is added, the network can achieve clock synchro-

nization  of  all  nodes  at  a  low cost.  In  addition,  ran-

dom  packet  loss  is  a  common  occurrence  in  wireless

networks for nodes that exchange time information in

pairs  due  to  link  constraints,  packet  collisions,  and

other factors. Therefore, when the clock is being syn-

chronized,  retransmission  or  broadcast  must  be  con-

sidered to reduce the packet loss rate[14].

● Low  Complexity. In  the  Industrial  Internet,

there are numerous low-cost devices with limited stor-

age,  computing,  and communication capabilities,  and

the majority are powered by batteries[15]. Some appli-

cations even require a single battery to provide ener-

gy  for  decades[11].  Therefore,  the  clock  synchroniza-

tion process at the sensor node requires low computa-

tional complexity and few data packets, and the pos-

sible  complex  computing  process  should  be  trans-

ferred to the cloud, server, or other edge devices with

more  resources  in  order  to  accommodate  the  limited

resources[16–20] of nodes and conserve energy.

10−5

In  addition,  there  may  be  other  factors  that  af-

fect clock synchronization in specific Industrial Inter-

net  applications.  For  example,  in  certain  industrial

settings,  problems such as  extreme temperature  fluc-

tuations  are  inevitable.  Temperature-induced  clock

drift poses a challenge for conventional clock synchro-

nization  techniques  in  a  dynamic  industrial  environ-

ment[16]. A change of a few degrees in the experiment[21]

will cause the clock skew to fluctuate on the order of

, which is extremely unfavorable for high-frequen-

cy clocks. In addition, sensor equipment nodes in con-

ventional  industrial  networks  are  typically  heteroge-

neous,  and  nodes  have  varying  quality  of  service

(QoS)  requirements[22].  Therefore,  the  clock  synchro-

nization  protocols  applied  to  those  Industrial  Inter-

net  applications  must  support  the clock synchroniza-

tion  of  heterogeneous  nodes  operating  at  variable

temperatures.

The rich application scenarios of the Industrial In-

ternet  impose  the  aforementioned  requirements  on

clock  synchronization,  but  many  of  these  require-

ments frequently conflict. For instance, greater preci-

sion frequently necessitates more processing time and

more  frequent  data  interactions,  resulting  in  slower

convergence and increased energy consumption. In ad-

dition,  time  synchronization  security  necessitates  an

increase in resources, energy consumption, and calcu-

lation complexity. It is essential, when designing clock

synchronization  protocols,  to  strike  a  balance  be-

tween these requirements. This paper will begin with

a  classification  of  synchronization  mechanisms,  then

introduce  various  clock  synchronization  methods  and

strategies, analyze their practical application in indus-

trial communications, and conclude with a discussion

of promising future developments.

The  rest  of  the  paper  is  organized  as  follows.  In
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Section 2,  clock  synchronization  concepts  are  intro-

duced,  the  mathematical  form  of  clock  synchroniza-

tion is simply derived, and the delays that maybe oc-

cur in the time synchronization process are analyzed.

In Section 3, we provide an overview of time synchro-

nization  mechanism suitable  for  the  Industrial  Inter-

net, as well as some guidance for this field. In Section

4, we briefly list some practical applications requiring

clock  synchronization  in  the  Industrial  Internet.  In

Section 5,  we  summarize  potential  enhancements  di-

rections  based  on  the  requirements  of  the  Industrial

Internet for clock synchronization. We review the re-

lated  work  in Section 6 and  conclude  this  survey  in

Section 7.

 2    Preliminary

 2.1    Clock Synchronization Concept

By counting the periodic output pulses of its crys-

tal  oscillator,  the network node generates its  own lo-

cal clock. Due to variations in the processing technol-

ogy  and  environment  of  inexpensive  crystal  oscilla-

tors,  there  are  frequently  minor  variations  between

crystal oscillators at various nodes. Generally, crystal

oscillator  output  pulse  frequency  accuracy  is  mea-

sured  in  parts  per  million  (ppm) or  parts  per  billion

(ppb)[23].  For  instance,  1  ppm indicates  that  the  fre-

quency of the current node differs from the standard

average crystal frequency by 1 Hz per 1 MHz. In ad-

dition,  the  starting  point  of  the  counting  of  various

nodes  is  distinct,  meaning  that  the  initial  value  of

each  node's  clock  is  distinct.  Since  the  clocks  have

been  used,  there  has  been  a  clock  asynchrony  prob-

lem in the clocks of nodes due to the difference among

cheap  crystal  oscillators  in  the  counting  starting

point.  After  each clock synchronization is  completed,

the  clock  will  still  be  out  of  synchronization  due  to

the  difference  in  crystal  oscillator  frequency.  There-

fore,  clock  synchronization  is  a  continuous  process

that nodes must execute.

Clock  synchronization  is  the  process  of  unifying

the clocks of endpoint devices. After each node shares

the  same  time  scale,  the  causal  relationship  between

events  in  the  physical  world  can be  determined,  and

each node can be truly integrated into a network as a

whole.  Clock  synchronization,  broadly  speaking,  en-

tails  aligning  clock  frequency,  initial  offset,  and  time

value, which in this context means the followings.

● Frequency  Synchronization. The  counting  fre-

quency  of  all  nodes'  clocks  is  identical,  or  frequency

errors of all  clocks are maintained within a predeter-

mined error range.

● Initial Offset Synchronization. The crystal oscil-

lator  counting  process  of  all  nodes  begins  simultane-

ously,  i.e.,  the  clocks  are  instantaneously  synchro-

nized to the same value, or clock errors are kept with-

in a specified error range.

● Time  Synchronization. All  nodes'  clocks  are

synchronized with the reference clock, and then share

the same synchronization period and time scale.

Intuitively,  the  three  synchronization  aspects  are

shown  in Fig.1.  The  combination  of  frequency  syn-

chronization and initial  offset  synchronization  results

in time synchronization.

 2.2    Clock Model

Ci,t i

t

Based on the actual counting process of the crys-

tal  oscillator,  the  local  clock  model  of  node  at

time  is as follows[24]: 

Ci,t =

∫ t

0

γi,τdτ + θi,0,

Clock 1

Clock 2



   

 



 





(a) (b) (c)

 
Fig.1.  Three synchronization methods. (a) Frequency synchronization. (b) Initial offset synchronization. (c) Time synchronization.
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γi,τ
fi,τ i f0

where  is the ratio of the real-time clock frequency

 of node  to the reference clock frequency , i.e., 

γi,τ =
fi,τ
f0

.

γi,τ

θi,0
i 0 i

t

 is a time-related parameter because it may be

affected  by  environmental  factors  such  as  tempera-

ture at different time points;  is the time value of

node  at time , or the initial clock offset of node ;

and  time  is  the  reference  clock,  or  the  convergent

clock in the distributed network.

Ci,t i t

As  an  approximation,  the  majority  of  studies  as-

sume  that  the  temperature  remains  essentially  con-

stant  for  a  finite  period  of  time[16, 18, 25–28],  and  then

the first-order  affine hardware clock model  of  the lo-

cal clock  of node  at time [21] is defined as 

Ci,t = γi × t+ θi,0,

γi

i t

where  is  the  clock  frequency  ratio,  which  remains

substantially  stable  for  a  limited  time.  Therefore  we

can  obtain  the  clock  offset  of  node  at  time  com-

pared with the reference clock as follows: 

θi,t = Ci,t − t = (γi − 1)× t+ θi,0.

δi = γi − 1 i

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}
θi,0

γi
1 δi

0

Ci,t θi,t

 is called the clock skew of node . For

any  node ,  the  initial  offset  synchro-

nization is intended to make the initial clock offset 

of  each  node  essentially  identical,  the  frequency  syn-

chronization is intended to set the frequency ratio 

of each node converge to  or the clock skew  con-

verge  to ,  and the  time synchronization is  intended

to make the time  or clock offset  of each node

basically  consistent.  Consequently,  the  fundamental

problem  in  clock  synchronization  research  is  how  to

more accurately estimate clock skew and initial clock

offset  to  compensate,  i.e.,  the  clock  synchronization

process is as follows: 

Ci,t ← Ci,t − δ̂i × t− θ̂i,0, (1)

or 

Ci,t ← Ci,t − θ̂i,t,

δ̂i θ̂i,0 iwhere  and  are the estimated values of node 's

clock skew and initial offset, respectively.

Furthermore, in some simple protocols, clock syn-

chronization is interpreted as an update of the times-

tamp[14, 29–31], i.e., a clock synchronization process re-

quires only: 

Ci,t ← t, (2)

twhere  is the reference time recorded by timestamp.

Since  there  is  no  clock  skew  compensation,  after  a

synchronization  process  is  complete,  different  nodes

will  become asynchronous again more rapidly,  reduc-

ing accuracy and necessitating more frequent synchro-

nization.

 2.3    Delay Analysis

However,  the  above  clock  model,  represented  by

(2),  is  only  a  first-order  ideal  model  that  disregards

the effects of temperature variations and communica-

tion delays. For nodes in wireless communication, the

data  used  for  clock  synchronization  is  dependent  on

the data packet transmission between nodes, and thus

the uncertainty of data packet delay will result in er-

rors in the estimation of clock parameters. Li et al.[32]

examined the potential delays in the wireless Industri-

al Internet packet transmission process as follows.

Ts

t

● Sending  Time .  Sending  time  is  the  total

amount of time it takes for the sender's message to 

from the application layer to the network layer, which

is uncertain.

Ta● Access Time . Access time is the delay caused

by  the  MAC  layer  during  the  channel  access  proce-

dure of the sender, which is related to protocols.

Tt Trp● Transmission Time  and Reception Time .

Transmission/reception  time  is  the  time  required  for

the  sender/receiver  to  send/receive  data  packets  at

the  physical  layer.  It  is  a  definite  time  delay  deter-

mined by the bandwidth of  the  wireless  channel  and

the size of the data packets.

Tp● Propagation  Time .  Propagation  time  is  the

time  required  for  a  packet  to  transmit  from  the

sender to the receiver on a wireless channel.

Trv● Receive  Time .  Receive  time  is  the  total

amount of time required for the receiver to upload the

received  data  packet  from  the  physical  layer  to  the

application layer, which is also uncertain.

Td

The completed delay in the data packet exchange

process is shown in Fig.2[32]. Therefore the total delay

 can be calculated as 

Physical

Link

Network

Transport

Application

Physical

Link

Network

Transport

Application

  

Node 1 Node 2

  













 
Fig.2.  Delays in data packet exchange process[32].
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Td = Ts + Ta + Tt + Tp + Trv.

Ts

Ta Trv Tp

Tt Trp

It should be noted that the clock synchronization

in  the  majority  of  industrial  sensing  nodes  utilizes

MAC layer timestamps, and thus the influence of ,

 and  is  minor.  Moreover,  is  typically  much

shorter  than /  within  the  factory's  limited  dis-

tance.  Consequently,  transmission/reception  time  is

the primary cause of delay in the industrial network.

After  accounting  for  delays,  the  clock  model  can  be

formulated as follows: 

Ci,t = γi × t+ θi,0 + Td.

Therefore,  the  first-order  model-based  clock  syn-

chronization can be updated as follows: 

Ci,t ← Ci,t − δ̂i × t− θ̂i,0 − T̂d,

or 

Ci,t ← Ci,t − θ̂i,t − T̂d,

T̂dwhere  is an estimated value of the delay from the

sender  node  to  the  receiver  node.  Similarly,   (2)  can

be updated as 

Ci,t ← t+ T̂d. (3)

t

Ci,t t

i

t

Note that due to the existence of a delay,  in the

symbol  only represents the time  at which clock

synchronization begins,  and the local  clock of  node 

actually changes after time .

 3    Clock Synchronization Mechanism

Considering  the  variety  of  clock  synchronization

protocols,  we  classify  them at  multiple  levels,  as  de-

picted in Fig.3. Later in this section, the relationship

between levels will be discussed.

First, we categorize the clock synchronization pro-

tocols  into  two  groups  based  on  the  reference  clock

source:  external  clock  source  synchronization  and  in-

ternal  message  exchange  synchronization.  External

clock source synchronization refers to providing an ac-

curate  clock  source  from  the  outside,  typically  using

(2) or (3) to synchronize the clocks of nodes. This cat-

egory  has  less  computation  and  has  a  global  clock;

however,  it  requires  an accurate  clock source  to  pro-

vide a reference clock for each independent node, such

as  Global  Navigation  Satellite  System  (GNSS)  time

servers  and  timekeeping  radio  station  synchroniza-

tion (e.g., WWVB in the US)[18]. To support the pre-

viously  mentioned  clock  source,  the  node  must  also

load  the  corresponding  signal  receiver  equipment,

which  is  relatively  expensive.  Internal  message  ex-

change synchronization signifies that all  nodes in the

Industrial  Internet  network  are  synchronized  to  the

same  clock  via  the  message  exchange  between  nodes

in  accordance  with  a  particular  topology  structure.

This category does not require each node to exchange

clock information with the reference clock source, and

in some cases does not even rely on an external clock sou-

rce[17, 26, 31, 33], resulting in low hardware costs.

For external clock source synchronization, limited

by expensive GPS receivers, additional relay modules,

and  poor  GPS  indoor  signals,  the  traditional  proto-

cols  based  on  GPS  time  server-client  or  timekeeping

radio  station  synchronization  cannot  be  widely  used

in  the  Industrial  Internet,  although  these  protocols

even  have  accuracy  up  to  nanosecond-level[34].  Some

researchers  attempt  to  obtain  time  information  from

External Clock Source Synchronization

Internal 
Message 
Exchange 
Synchronization

Centralized 
Clock 
Synchronization

Distributed 
Clock 
Synchronization

Receiver-Receiver Synchronization (RRS)

Sender-Receiver Synchronization (SRS)

Receiver-Only Synchronization (ROS)

Cluster & Consensus

Clustered

Fully Distributed

Clock 

Synchronization 

Protocols

 
Fig.3.  Multilevel classification of clock synchronization protocols.
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other signals in order to create a more precise global

clock for all nodes. The protocol AirSync[18] uses wide-

ly available aircraft as the sender and the aircraft sig-

nal  ADS-B  to  perform  time  synchronization  among

nodes,  achieving  the  indoor  nodes'  synchronization

without requiring communication between nodes. Un-

fortunately, ADS-B does not contain timestamp infor-

mation;  instead,  AirSync  estimates  the  time  value

through  aircraft  movement  and  can  achieve  sub-mil-

lisecond accuracy. A node can obtain a reference clock

using  free  tamper-proof  timestamp  data  provided  by

public  blockchains,  such  as  Ethereum,  according  to

[5].  A  node  updates  its  clock  by  passively  receiving

the  blockchain  block  header,  extracting  the  times-

tamp,  and  estimating  the  elapsed  time  between  con-

secutive blocks as a delay, achieving only second-lev-

el  accuracy.  Since  no  communication  between  nodes

and  the  blockchain  consensus  mechanism  guarantees

block security,  this  synchronization scheme is  secure,

decentralized, and resistant to external attacks.

More  schemes  fall  into  the  category  of  internal

message  exchange  synchronization.  This  paper  di-

vides  nodes  into  two  categories  based  on  their  topo-

logical  relationship:  centralized  clock  synchronization

and distributed clock synchronization. Simple topolo-

gies  for  both  classes  are  shown  in Fig.4.  These  two

types  of  protocols  will  be  discussed  in  detail  in Sub-

section 3.1 and Subsection 3.2, respectively.

 3.1    Centralized Clock Synchronization

Centralized clock synchronization relies on specif-

ic  source  nodes  and  hierarchical  topology[26],  and

nodes form a spanning tree topology by communicat-

ing  with  adjacent-layer  nodes.  In  this  spanning  tree

topology, the root node is typically one or more nodes

that  can  communicate  with  external  time  sources  to

synchronize  the  network's  clock.  This  type  of  clock

synchronization involves the transmission of reference

clock  information  along  the  tree  to  descendants.

Thus, the clock synchronization of each layer's nodes

is achieved. Protocols based on centralized clock syn-

chronization  typically  have  a  fast  convergence  speed

and small synchronization errors, but rely on a strong

tree  topology structure,  have  poor  dynamic  scalabili-

ty,  and  require  complex  algorithms  to  handle  issues

such as internal node failures and the addition of new

nodes. Such protocols usually have high computation-

al complexity and poor robustness[27]. In addition, se-

curity must be considered due to the need for a spe-

cific  source  node  to  provide  a  reference  clock,  which

increases  the  likelihood  of  single  point  failure  and

Sybil  attack[26].  When  the  root  node  of  a  spanning

tree with a unique root fails,  the clocks of  the nodes

in the network cannot be synchronized.

We  will  discuss  centralized  time  synchronization

protocols in terms of how parent and child nodes in a

spanning tree communicate.

 3.1.1    Receiver-Receiver Synchronization (RRS)

C

C

C

In the RRS model, if node  is to synchronize the

clock of node A, nodes A and  must first receive the

reference  information  from  sender  node B,  and  then

receiver A must  broadcast  its  own  timestamp  infor-

mation,  as  depicted  in Fig.5.  After  receiving  this  in-

formation,  receiver  can  synchronize  its  clock  with

that of A by adhering to certain rules. Using the as-

R

3

3

3

33

3

3

2
2

2

11

R Root Node Node in the -th Hop 

1 Hop

2 Hop

3 Hop



max

(b)(a) 

rmax

Fig.4.  Two simple topologies. (a) Topology of centralized clock synchronization. (b) Topology of distributed clock synchronization.
 means the maximum communication distance of a node.
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C

C T2 − T3

C C

sumption that nodes A and  receive reference mes-

sages  simultaneously,  the  clock  offset  between  nodes

A and  is . By comparing the timestamps be-

tween nodes A and  as opposed to nodes B and ,

the  first-step  communication  delay  uncertainty  is  re-

duced[35].

Reference  Broadcast  Synchronization  (RBS)  is  a

classic  RRS  synchronization  scheme,  originally  pro-

posed in [10] for the clock synchronization of wireless

sensor networks (WSNs).  By exchanging messages in

the  form  of  RRS,  all  receivers  will  store  the  beacon

information  from other  nodes,  allowing  each  node  to

calculate the time difference between itself  and other

receivers.  When the  RRS process  is  repeated  numer-

ous  times,  linear  regression  can  be  utilized  to  deter-

mine the clock skew and initial offset[29]. RBS's preci-

sion  can  reach  tens  of  microseconds[36].  In  general,

RBS is restricted to single-hop networks, but accord-

ing  to  [37]  RBS  can  achieve  multi-hop  synchroniza-

tion by converting broadcast frequencies.  The energy

consumption is high because each node must continu-

ously  broadcast  its  own  timestamp  information  and

receive  information  from other  receivers.  In  terms  of

security,  there  is  a  single  point  of  failure  due  to  the

need for reference information from the sender[22].

To  reduce  communication  costs,  the  energy-effi-

cient  Coefficient  Exchange  Synchronization  Protocol

(CESP) was  proposed[38],  which is  based on the  con-

cept of  RBS synchronization.  CESP does not require

MAC layer timestamps to conserve energy. Receivers

first process a large number of time beacon reference

packets from the sender, and then exchange ``synchro-

nization  coefficients''  (a  time  parameter  defined  in

[38])  only  once,  thereby  significantly  reducing  the

number  of  packet  exchanges  per  receiver  node.  This

scheme focuses on synchronization between paired re-

ceivers,  allowing  it  to  be  applied  to  spanning-tree

multi-hop networks,  but the single-point failure issue

still exists.

 3.1.2    Sender-Receiver Synchronization (SRS)

In the SRS model, node A is the sender of the ref-

erence timestamp, i.e., the master node with the refer-

ence  clock,  while  node B is  the  receiver  of  the  refer-

ence  timestamp,  i.e.,  the  slave  node.  Through  the

two-way time information exchange, the slave node B
estimates  the  clock  offset  in  order  to  synchronize  its

own  clock  with  that  of  the  master  node A.  In  some

work[9, 34, 39],  the  master  node  may  initiate  the  time

synchronization process, or it may be necessary to ex-

change  information  multiple  times,  e.g.,  PTP,  but  it

still  requires  direct  message  exchange  between  the

master  and  slave  nodes,  still  being  regarded  as  the

SRS  mode.  By  synchronizing  each  pair  of  master-

slave nodes in the spanning tree according to the SRS

mode, the entire network's clock is synchronized. Due

to  the  instability  of  the  link  between  the  two  ex-

changes,  however,  an asymmetrical  delay may occur.

As the tree grows deeper,  errors  and asymmetric  de-

lays  will  gradually  accumulate  due  to  asynchronous

synchronization.

(T2−T1)−(T4−T3)

2
(T2−T1)+(T4−T3)

2

The classic  Timing-sync  Protocol  for  Sensor  Net-

works (TPSN) completes time synchronization in two

stages:  in  the hierarchical  discovery stage,  each node

is organized into a spanning tree structure; and then

in  the  clock  synchronization  stage,  starting  from the

root node, each pair of parent-child nodes is synchro-

nized  in  turn  according  to  the  SRS  mode  shown  in

Fig.6,  which  can  provide  second-level  accuracy.  Ac-

cording to the SRS model shown in Fig.6, when a pair

of  master-slave  nodes  are  synchronized  using  TPSN,

the  clock  offset  of  the  slave  node  is  estimated  as

, and the delay of the slave node is esti-

mated as . The internal node acts as the

client of the parent node, synchronizing its own clock

to be the same as the parent node; at the same time,

it  acts  as  the  server  of  the  child  node,  providing  its
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Fig.5.   Data  exchange  sequence  diagram  of  RRS  communica-
tion model.
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Fig.6.   Data  exchange  sequence  diagram  of  SRS  communica-
tion model.
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own  synchronized  clock  as  the  reference  clock  of  its

child node[29]. To further reduce cost, based on TPSN,

[39]  proposes  Speculative  Precision  Time  Protocol

(SPTP),  which  uses  timestamps  carried  by  packages

used when paired nodes perform other display interac-

tion functions rather than specially transmitting data

packets  for  time  synchronization.  This  method

achieves sub-microsecond accuracy on the test bench.

However, this method associates the frequency of time

synchronization  with  the  network  traffic.  When  the

network  traffic  is  low,  the  synchronization  accuracy

may decrease.

76%

Simple  Network Time Protocol  (SNTP) is  widely

utilized in embedded IoT systems[11] and can be uni-

cast  or  broadcast  according  to  the  SRS  mode  illus-

trated in Fig.6. Although SNTP can achieve time syn-

chronization  at  a  low  cost,  it  can  only  provide  sub-

millisecond accuracy under low latency and is unsuit-

able  for  large  networks[11].  CoSiNeT[30] combines

SNTP  with  the  data  packet  exchange  method

SPoT[40] in  order  to  ensure  synchronization  accuracy

under conditions such as poor network conditions and

significant  delays.  Compared with SNTP, the perfor-

mance  is  improved  by  without  losing  synchro-

nization  accuracy.  Idrees et  al.[34] compared  several

well-known  clock  synchronization  protocols  and  con-

cluded that the Precision Time Synchronization Pro-

tocol (PTP) may be the most suitable answer for ro-

bust clock synchronization in the industrial networks,

which  can  achieve  sub-microsecond  precision.  The

Best  Master  Clock  (BMC)  algorithm is  used  to  con-

struct  the  minimum  spanning  tree  in  PTP,  followed

by the exchange method shown in Fig.7. It is execut-

ed  between  each  master  and  slave  node  to  exchange

clock information.
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Fig.7.   Data exchange sequence diagram of PTP. In PTP, the

clock offset  is  estimated as ,  and the delay

is estimated as .

 
Modified-BMC  designed  in  [41]  optimizes  the

spanning tree construction process in PTP and intro-

duces  the  out-degree  of  nodes  as  the  basis  for  con-

structing spanning trees so as to generate a shallower

tree to minimize the accumulation of errors and trans-

mission  delay.  In  general,  the  protocols  mentioned

above first construct a spanning tree using predefined

spanning-tree  building  algorithms  to  associate  all

nodes.

As  opposed  to  forming  spanning-tree  structures,

flooding  methods  associate  all  nodes  by  forming  ad-

hoc structures, without the cost of building spanning

trees[42].  The  traditional  Flooding  Time  Synchroniza-

tion Protocol (FTSP) is a one-way message propaga-

tion protocol in which nodes organize themselves into

an ad-hoc network and the root of the network is dy-

namically  (re)elected[42].  Periodically,  the  reference

node broadcasts its time information, and its flooding

process is depicted in Fig.8. Each slave node must use

linear regression to estimate the clock offset and clock

skew between its own clock and the upper-level mas-

ter node's synchronized clock and then correct its own

clock  according  to  certain  rules,  e.g.,  (1).  Since  mes-

sage propagation is unidirectional from the root node

in  FTSP,  it  is  impossible  to  estimate  the  delays  of

each  hop,  such  as  propagation  delay  and  transmis-

sion delay. To estimate the delay in FTSP, the RSP

protocol was proposed[43], which employs two packets

with MAC layer timestamps to calculate the clock off-

set and delay. In [14], the Glossy was proposed to re-

duce  the  packet  loss  rate  and  the  synchronization

time.  It  permits  nodes  to  transmit  identical  packets

concurrently  and  takes  advantage  of  the  capture  ef-

fect to increase flooding efficiency. The Glossy is able

to complete flood packets in milliseconds with an ac-

curacy of less than 1 microsecond. To reduce the syn-

chronization  time,  the  Rapid-flooding  Multiple  one-
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rmaxFig.8.  Ad-hoc structure formed by FTSP.  means the maxi-
mum communication distance of a node.
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way broadcast  Time Synchronization (RMTS) proto-

col[13] employs  a  multiple  unidirectional  broadcast

model,  and  the  receiver  only  receives  the  first  arriv-

ing packet.  In addition,  RMTS uses  maximum likeli-

hood estimation to estimate clock skew and offset  in

order  to  minimize  errors;  in  order  to  reduce  hop-by-

hop  errors,  RMTS  mandates  that  all  nodes  share

clock  parameters.  Experiments  indicate  that  even  in

flooded networks with more than 24 hops, RMTS can

achieve precise synchronization by the third synchro-

nization period.

In  the  preceding  flooding  protocols,  the  sensor

node must perform linear regression or maximum like-

lihood estimation, resulting in a high level of compu-

tational  complexity.  To  reduce  the  computational

complexity  at  sensor  nodes,  the  BATS  (Beaconless

Asymmetric  energy-efficient  Time  Synchronization)

scheme was proposed in [20]. The BATS scheme pre-

supposes  that  the  performance  of  the  flooding  net-

work  is  asymmetric,  i.e.,  the  root  node  has  powerful

computing  resources  and  a  sufficient  energy  supply,

whereas  the  sensor  nodes  have  limited  memory  and

energy. The BATS scheme only requires sensor nodes

to  broadcast  their  timestamp  information  unidirec-

tionally  to  the  root  node;  the  root  node  then  esti-

mates the clock skew and offset of  each sensor node.

This  scheme  can  be  adapted  to  multi-hop  flooding

networks.  Through  this  asymmetric  utilization  of  re-

sources,  it  is  possible  to  reduce  sensor  node  energy

consumption by up to 95% compared with FTSP and

achieve  microsecond-level  precision.  A  BATS-like

scheme, EE-ASCFR, was proposed in [44]. According

to the asymmetry of node resources, each sensor node

listens  to  the  time  information  broadcast  from  the

root node to estimate the clock skew and uses a bidi-

rectional  message  exchange  process  opposite  to Fig.6

to estimate the clock offset and delay, while the head

node handles the complex calculation process. Sub-mi-

crosecond precision can eventually be achieved.

 3.1.3    Receiver-Only Synchronization (ROS)

A P

ROS means that the receiver only needs to listen

for  messages  from  two-way  communication  between

specific  nodes to achieve time synchronization as  op-

posed  to  broadcasting  its  own  time  information.

There  is  no  node  performing  the  function  of  the

sender. Let us consider the scenario depicted in Fig.9,

in  which  nodes  and  are  super  nodes  with  suffi-

cient  computing  and  communication  resources  and

can provide time information to all  nodes within the

A P

B

A P

A P

communication  range.  Between  node  and  node ,

there  are  frequent  two-way  message  exchanges  and

pair-wise  synchronization.  For  all  sensor  nodes  (e.g.,

node )  within  the  public  communication  range  of

nodes  and ,  it  is  sufficient  for  them  to  monitor

the message interaction between nodes  and  in or-

der to synchronize their own clocks with those of the

two[45].

The  Pairwise  Broadcast  Synchronization  (PBS)

protocol  was  proposed  in  [45],  employing  the  ROS

mode,  which  can  drastically  decrease  the  cost  of  all

sensor  nodes  within  the  communication  range.  To

achieve clock synchronization over a greater distance,

it  is  sufficient  to  extend  the  protocol  to  construct  a

spanning tree comprised of super nodes, and the oth-

er  nodes  only  need  to  monitor  the  two-way  message

exchanges  between  a  pair  of  nearby  parent-child  su-

per  nodes.  The  spanning  tree's  super  nodes  can  be

synchronized  in  the  RRS or  SRS mode.  The  STETS

(Spanning Tree-based Energy-efficient Time Synchro-

nization) scheme[46],  for  instance,  is  a  combination of

the  SRS  mode  and  the  ROS  mode.  After  selecting

some backbone  nodes  (BNs),  a  spanning  tree  is  con-

structed,  using  the  SRS  mode,  and  other  passive

nodes  (PNs)  receive  two-way  clock  synchronization

information  between  nearby  paired  BNs  using  the

ROS mode in order to update their own clocks. How-

ever,  because  a  PN does  not  broadcast  any  informa-

tion,  some  remote  PNs  may  be  unable  to  locate

paired BNs, and these PNs become isolated.

 3.1.4    Security

During the construction of  a  spanning tree,  some

nodes  may  be  overlooked[47].  In  order  to  be  able  to

add  isolated  nodes  to  the  spanning  tree  without  re-

building it, the R-Sync scheme was proposed[47]. This

scheme  updates  the  network  by  using  two  types  of

A P
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Fig.9.  Scenario where the ROS model is applicable.
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timers:  one  for  two-way  message  exchange  between

the master and slave nodes, and the other for pulling

isolated nodes to the synchronization network, which

results in longer synchronization cycles.

Due  to  the  direct  communication  method  be-

tween nodes in the spanning tree based network, the

security problem of an upper-layer node may affect a

lower-layer  node.  There  are  inevitably  illegal  mali-

cious  nodes  (MNs)  in  complex  industrial  environ-

ments, which can affect the clock accuracy of the en-

tire  network  by  broadcasting  false  timestamps.  Un-

der the condition of unavoidable malicious nodes, the

Secure  Time Synchronization Protocol  (STSP)[9] uses

both  the  parent  and  grandparent  nodes  as  reference

nodes  to  determine  whether  the  parent  node  is  an

MN. For the protocol  to successfully detect  the MN,

the grandfather node must be an authorized node. In

[48],  it  was  proposed  to  protect  data  packets  with

timestamps  using  a  pre-shared  key  between  the  par-

ent  and  child  nodes,  thereby  excluding  the  influence

of MN in terms of message.

 3.1.5    Summary

Table 1 summarizes the external clock source syn-

chronization  protocols  and  the  centralized  time  syn-

chronization  protocols.  The  accuracy  in  the  table

means  the  size  of  time  errors  between  the  nodes'

clocks and the reference clock after clock synchroniza-

tion.  A  clock  synchronization  protocol  with  rapidity

in the table means that the protocol clearly indicates

that the size of the time slot has little impact on the

clock synchronization after applying the protocol. Ta-

ble 1 shows that reducing the frequency of communi-

cation between two nodes in centralized synchroniza-

tion  can  effectively  reduce  the  complexity  of  such

methods.

 3.2    Distributed Clock Synchronization

Distributed  clock  synchronization  networks  are

designed to be decentralized and have a loose topolo-

gy,  in  contrast  to  centralized  clock  synchronization

networks.  In  distributed  clock  synchronization,  each

node  broadcasts  time  information  to  neighboring

nodes  within  the  communication  range[33, 49],  and

through  continuous  iteration,  all  nodes'  clocks  con-

verge to the same time according to predefined rules.

Note that the converged clock does not have to be an

absolute reference clock;  it  only needs to be the net-

work-wide synchronized clock. Due to the necessity of

repeating the clock synchronization process, distribut-

ed  clock  synchronization  has  a  slower  convergence

speed  and  higher  energy  consumption  than  central-

ized clock synchronization[27]. Meanwhile, due to their

loose  topology,  distributed  networks  can  solve  prob-

lems  resulting  from  intermediate  point  failures  and

the  addition  of  new  nodes  at  a  very  low  cost,  and

they  are  highly  scalable.  In  addition,  neighboring

nodes'  clocks influence each other,  which means that

distributed  clock  synchronization  implicitly  averages

various  network  parameters  (e.g.,  clock  skew  and

clock offset),  and the performance is almost indepen-

dent  of  the  number  of  nodes[33].  Due  to  the  correla-

tion  of  time  information  between  nodes,  distributed

clock  synchronization  is  susceptible  to  message  ma-

Table  1.   Summary of External Clock Source Synchronization Protocols and Centralized Clock Synchronization Protocols

Protocol Accuracy Rapidity Security Robustness Low Complexity

External
clock source

Ethereum-based[5] s ✓
AirSync[18] sub-ms ✓ ✓
GPS-based[34] ns ✓

Centralized RRS RBS[10]/CESP[38] sub-µs ✓
SRS TPSN[29] s

PTP[34]/SPTP[39] sub-ms

RFC 4330①/EE-ASCFR[44] sub-ms ✓

BATS[20] ms ✓
FTSP[42]/RMTS[13] sub-µs ✓
R-Sync[47]/STSP[9] sub-µs ✓
Glossy[14] µs ✓

ROS STETS[46] ms ✓ ✓
PBS[45] sub-µs ✓ ✓
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nipulation attacks; therefore, its security is also a ma-

jor concern.

We  will  examine  distributed  clock  synchroniza-

tion protocols based on the level of node association.

 3.2.1    Fully Distributed

In  a  fully  distributed  network,  each  node  ex-

changes  time  information  with  its  neighbors  or  with

all the other nodes.

One  of  the  objectives  of  clock  synchronization  in

fully  distributed  networks  is  to  minimize  all  clock

skews,  or  the  clock  skew  between  any  two  network

nodes. For this purpose, Djenouri[35] proposed the Rel-

ative  Referenceless  Receiver-Receiver  Time  Synchro-

nization protocol (R4Syn). In this protocol, each node

receives  information from other  nodes,  broadcasts  its

own  information  to  other  nodes,  and  then  estimates

the relative clock skew and offset based on the maxi-

mum likelihood. By making each node responsible for

providing a reference clock, the single point of failure

issue  is  resolved.  The  Emergency  Broadcast  Slot

(EBS) scheme[3], which limits the communication time

of nodes by setting a duty cycle phase, was proposed

to  further  conserve  energy.  In  order  to  prevent  mes-

sage  collisions,  the  duty  cycle  phases  of  multiple

nodes partially overlap. During the duty cycle phase,

a node performs message transmission and clock syn-

chronization;  at other times,  it  enters the sleep state

to  conserve  energy.  Experiments  indicate  that  when

the duty cycle is  maintained at 5%, the node is  able

to transmit 95% of valid messages.

In contrast to using the complex maximum likeli-

hood  estimation  algorithm  to  obtain  clock  skew  and

offset  for  clock  synchronization[35],  the  consensus

method  is  a  simpler  and  more  efficient  method  for

clock  synchronization  in  distributed  networks.  Con-

sensus  signifies  that  after  each  node  learns  the  clock

value of  its  neighbors,  it  adjusts  its  own clock based

on the predetermined consensus value[50]. Notably, the

adjusted clock is not necessarily identical to the phys-

ical clock and is known as the ``logical clock''. By pe-

riodically  invoking  the  consensus  algorithm,  the  logi-

cal  clocks of  all  nodes will  converge on a single  time

source.  Using average consensus as an example,  each

node  periodically  averages  its  own  clock  parameters

and  neighboring  clock  parameters  so  that  the  entire

network  is  synchronized  to  the  consensus  reference

clock  at  an  exponential  convergence  speed[51].  Based

on  the  principle  of  average  consensus,  the  Gradient

Time  Synchronization  Protocol  (GTSP)  was  pro-

posed in [31]. In addition, unlike minimizing all clock

skew,  the  average  consensus  adopted  by  GTSP  is

equivalent  to  minimizing  local  clock  skew,  i.e.,  only

the  minimization  of  the  skew  among  the  local  adja-

cent nodes is considered, whereas nodes with a greater

distance are permitted to have a large skew. In order

to accelerate the convergence speed of average consen-

sus,  it  was  proposed  in  [33]  to  use  frame  collisions

(i.e.,  the  superposition  of  transmission  signals)  to

drive  the  network  to  achieve  global  synchronization

and  to  allow  each  node  to  synchronize  its  clock  by

broadcasting  public  beacons,  rather  than  executing

the  average  consensus  algorithm  after  collecting  the

information of all neighbors.

Similar  to  the  average  consensus,  the  maximum

consensus  algorithm  is  based  on  the  maximum  con-

sensus  theory[52], which  aims  to  converge  the  logical

clock parameters of each node to its maximum value,

thereby  achieving  a  faster  convergence  rate  than the

average consensus. Based on the maximum consensus

algorithm,  the  Maximum  Time  Synchronization

(MTS) protocol was proposed in [50]. This protocol is

impractical as it does not account for communication

delays.  To  be  applicable  to  real-world  scenarios,  [50]

further  assumes  that  the  communication  delay  is  a

positive  random  variable  obeying  a  normal  distribu-

tion,  and  proposes  the  Weighted  Maximum  Time

Synchronization (WMTS) protocol, which uses small-

er  weights  to  weight  the  clock  parameters  of  nodes

with  larger  communication  delays,  thereby  reducing

the impact of these delays.

 3.2.2    Clustered

The  classic  cluster  model  in  the  distributed  net-

work is shown in Fig.10.
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Fig.10.  Classic cluster model.

 
Initially,  each sensor node is categorized into dis-

tinct  clusters  based  on  the  predefined  rules.  Some
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nodes that can belong to two clusters are referred to

as cluster bridges or “gateway nodes” and they facili-

tate  the  exchange  of  time-related  information  be-

tween clusters. Nodes within the same cluster vote for

a cluster  head,  which can exchange time information

with  the  cluster  heads  of  other  clusters  via  the  clus-

ter bridge and whose clock will  serve as the cluster's

reference clock. The other nodes in the cluster will ei-

ther receive the one-way clock information broadcast

by the cluster  head or  exchange two-way time infor-

mation with the cluster head in order to synchronize

their  own  clocks[53].  This  method  typically  necessi-

tates that the nodes in the network are homogeneous,

e.g., WSN[25]. For synchronization, it is more efficient

to  divide  the  distributed  network  into  multiple  clus-

ters.  Typically,  the cluster  head fulfills  the computa-

tional demands of the cluster, reducing the hardware

requirements  for  sensor  nodes.  Notably,  the  cluster

network is structurally similar to the multi-hop ROS

network proposed in Subsection 3.1.3, but it does not

require  the cluster  head and the cluster  bridge to be

the same node, resulting in a looser topology.

k

For  clustered  clock  synchronization,  [6]  divides

nodes  into  several  clusters  based  on  their  locations

and proposes the E-SATS (Efficient and Simple Algo-

rithm for Time Synchronization) protocol. By design-

ing a specific message exchange process based on the

cluster  model  described  above,  the  protocol  reduces

the number of data packets used in the synchroniza-

tion process and achieves microsecond precision. Some

studies introduce clustering techniques to cluster clas-

sification in an innovative manner[25, 27]. For example,

in  [25], k-means  clustering  was  introduced  to  divide

nodes, and a DCSP scheme with microsecond-level ac-

curacy  was  proposed.  Using  a  threshold-based -

means clustering algorithm, each node is automatical-

ly clustered into several clusters based on the varying

rates of skew (VRS) of its oscillation frequency. After

the cluster has been established, different clusters are

synchronized  at  different  frequencies,  i.e.,  the  clock

synchronization in the cluster with the larger VRS oc-

curs  more  frequently,  thereby  reducing  the  overall

network's communication costs. The protocol also in-

corporates a VRS outlier detection mechanism and a

second-order  regression  model  detection  mechanism

for  node  verification  in  order  to  identify  potentially

malicious nodes.

 3.2.3    Combination of Cluster and Consensus

Some studies combine consensus and cluster meth-

ods  to  accelerate  convergence,  reduce  computational

and  energy  costs,  and  preserve  performance.  The

Cluster-Based  Consensus  Time  Synchronization

(CCTS) protocol was proposed in [27]. In CCTS, each

cluster is first generated by clustering, then the clus-

ter  head  completes  inter-cluster  clock  synchroniza-

tion  by  explicitly  exchanging  time  information  with

cluster heads in other clusters via the gateway node,

and  finally  the  nodes  in  each  cluster  complete  intra-

cluster  clock  synchronization  using  the  average  con-

sensus algorithm. CCTS can guarantee sub-microsec-

ond  accuracy.  To  further  speed  up  the  convergence,

Cluster-Based  Maximum  Time  Synchronization

(CMTS)[52] uses  the  maximum  consensus  algorithm

for  intra-cluster  clock  synchronization,  and  other

ideas  are  similar  to  [27]  to  further  accelerate  conver-

gence.

 3.2.4    Security

Cyber-physical  attacks  are  common  in  fully  dis-

tributed  networks  from  a  security  perspective.  The

Node-Identification-Based  Secure  Time  Synchroniza-

tion (NiSTS) protocol[26] was proposed to filter the re-

ceived time information using the timestamp correla-

tion  between  different  nodes  and  the  uniqueness  of

clock  skews,  defending  against  the  Sybil  attack  and

the message manipulation attack in terms of informa-

tion. The Attack-Tolerant Time-Synchronization Pro-

tocol (ATSP) proposed in [54] also employs compara-

ble  protection  measures.  Each  sensor  node  deter-

mines  the  validity  of  the  received  time  synchroniza-

tion information by adaptively constructing and mon-

itoring  the  configuration  file  of  the  synchronization

behavior  of  neighboring  nodes.  In  a  distributed  net-

work  based  on  consensus,  the  unique  logical  clocks

can  also  be  used  for  defense.  The  Secure  Average-

Consensus-Based  Time  Synchronization  (SATS)  pro-

tocol[4] combines  the  average  consensus  algorithm

with an adjustment parameter check mechanism. The

mechanism introduces the logical  clock checking pro-

cess  to  dynamically  limit  the  impact  of  message  ma-

nipulation  attacks  from  malicious  nodes,  and  then

employs the hardware clock checking process to avoid

receiving invalid data generated by such attacks. Sim-

ilarly, [55] adds hardware clock and logic clock detec-

tion processes to the SMTS protocol to defend against

possible message manipulation attacks in MTS.

One  of  the  most  important  requirements  for  a

clustered  network  is  that  the  cluster  heads  cannot

commit  errors  and  can  provide  accurate  reference
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time. In actual situations, however, it may be a prob-

lem  that  Byzantine  nodes  are  selected  as  cluster

heads,  causing  network  clock  synchronization  to  fail.

The C-sync scheme[53] suggests applying multiple clus-

ter  bridges  between  two  clusters,  where  one  cluster

bridge node is used to support message exchange be-

tween clusters and the remaining bridges are used as

supervisory nodes to monitor the accuracy of the time

information broadcast by the cluster head. C-sync can

guarantee  sub-microsecond  synchronization  accuracy

even  in  the  presence  of  Byzantine  nodes  using  this

method.

 3.2.5    Summary

The  protocols  for  distributed  time  synchroniza-

tion are summarized in Table 2.  These protocols  dis-

tribute errors to all nodes, thereby effectively defend-

ing against attacks from malicious nodes.

 4    Applications

In this section, we will  analyze the time synchro-

nization  in  several  common  communication  applica-

tions widely used on the Industrial Internet.

 4.1    PROFINET

PROFINET[56] is an Industrial Ethernet communi-

cation protocol based on IEC 61 158②. PROFINET is

used for exchanging data between controllers and de-

vices, and has become one of the most popular Indus-

trial  Ethernet  solutions  in  manufacturing  and  au-

tomation  environments.  According  to  the  real-time

property,  three  communication levels  are  designed in

PROFINET:  non-real-time  communication  based  on

TCP/UDP  and  IP,  real  time  (RT)  communication

and isochronous real time (IRT) communication. The

first one is usually used in situations that do not re-

quire  real-time  performance,  e.g.,  parameter  setting.

PROFINET RT requires  the response time less  than

10 ms, which is generally used for the communication

between  the  controller  and  I/O  equipments.

PROFINET IRT requires the response time less than

1ms, which is suitable for occasions with high require-

ments  for  real-time  property,  e.g.,  motion  control.

The  clock  synchronization  protocol,  Precision  Trans-

parent  Clock  Protocol  (PTCP)[57],  used  in

PROFINET  IO,  is  based  on  PTP  and  can  provide

millisecond-level  precision.  In PTCP, the sequence of

time  information  exchanged  between  the  master  and

slave  nodes  is  the  same  as  in  PTP.  Therefore,  the

same  offset  and  delay  estimation  formulas  are  uti-

lized. PTCP resides in the transport layer of the OSI

seven-layer model,  whereas PTP resides in the MAC

layer of the link layer. Thus, a portion of the process-

ing mechanism in PTCP will be constrained. Further-

more, as the number of PTP devices in the industrial

environment  increases,  some  studies  attempt  to  syn-

chronize  the  time  of  PTP-based  devices  via  the

PROFINET  network  and  reduce  the  clock  synchro-

nization error between the two by designing compati-

bility measures[58, 59].

 4.2    TSN

Industry leaders consider Time-Sensitive Network-

ing (TSN) to be the most essential technology for fu-

ture  industrial  communications.  It  enables  Industry

4.0 by integrating disparate enterprise sectors, such as

Information Technology (IT) and Operation Technol-

ogy (OT). TSN contains a series of standards target-

ing  clock  synchronization  (IEEE 802.1AS③),  queuing

Table  2.   Summary of Distributed Clock Synchronization Protocols

Protocol Accuracy Rapidity Security Robustness Low Complexity

Fully distributed EBS[3] sub-ms ✓
GTSP[31] sub-µs ✓ ✓
WMTS[50] sub-µs ✓
NiSTS[26]/ATSP[54]/SATS[4]/SMTS[55] sub-µs ✓

Clustered C-sync[53] sub-µs ✓
E-SATS[6] µs

DCSP[25] µs ✓

Cluster & consensus CCTS[27]/CMTS[52] sub-µs ✓
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µ µ

enhancements  (IEEE  802.1Qav④), time-aware

scheduling  (IEEE 802.1Qbv⑤),  etc.  With  the  help  of

gate  control  defined  in  Qbv,  Ethernet  frames  can  be

transmitted in a specific time slot. In typical TSN ap-

plications, such as the automotive industry and indus-

trial  automation  control,  the  maximum  time  differ-

ence between the master and slave nodes is frequent-

ly required to be between 0.1 s and 1 s[60, 61]. TSN

adopts  a  PTP-based  clock  synchronization  protocol

named Generalized Precision Time Protocol (GPTP),

which  is  defined  as  IEEE 802.1AS.  GPTP and  PTP

have  a  similar  clock  synchronization  process,  but

GPTP  is  more  focused  on  two  very  important  as-

pects  of  industrial  applications:  supporting  low-cost

crystal clocks and supportability of all  devices in the

network to the protocol.  Therefore,  GPTP is simpler

than PTP in some feature designs. For example, PTP

supports OSI layers 2 and 3 (both MAC and network

layers), while GPTP only supports OSI layer 2 (MAC

layer)⑥.

 4.3    WirelessHART

WirelessHART[62] is the first open and interopera-

ble  standard  for  wireless  communication  in  the  pro-

cess industry. It can provide a secure, low-power, and

reliable wireless communication method to the indus-

try,  based  on  a  centralized  network  management  ar-

chitecture,  as  well  as  multi-channel  Time  Division

Multiple  Access  (TDMA),  redundant  routes,  avoid-

ance of spatial reuse of channels, channel blacklisting,

and channel hopping[62].  It  is  widely used in environ-

mental  monitoring,  industrial  measurement  and  pro-

cess  automation,  etc.  It  defines  the  data  link  layer,

network  layer,  transport  layer,  and  application  layer

in  the  ISO  protocol  stack,  and  extends  the  physical

layer  based  on  IEEE802.15.4[62].  In  a  WirelessHART

network, the delay in end-to-end data transmission is

often  caused  by  two  aspects:  channel  contention  (all

nodes are set to transmit packets with higher priority

in the timeslot) and transmission delay (the transmis-

sion of current packets and the transmission of pack-

ets  with  higher  priority  occur  in  the  common

node)[63],  which  is  also  one  of  the  unavoidable  prob-

lems  in  wireless  communication  technology.  The

WirelessHART typically utilizes the RBS-based algo-

rithm for time synchronization and supports the cen-

tralized  mesh  network.  Researchers  have  enhanced

the  algorithm  and  proposed  ERBS  (Energy-efficient

RBS)[64].  ERBS  takes  into  account  the  low  power

needs of  WirelessHART so that nodes only exchange

reference messages with non-adjacent nodes.  In addi-

tion, some researchers attempt to integrate FTSP and

TPSN  into  the  WirelessHART  network's  time  syn-

chronization[65].

 4.4    WIA-PA

WIA-PA is another wireless communication stan-

dard  based  on  the  IEEE  802.15.4  Standard  and  is

used for  process  automation.  It  defines  the  data  link

sub-layer,  network layer  and application layer  in  the

ISO  protocol  stack,  and  extends  the  physical  layer

and the MAC layer  based on IEEE802.15.4[66].  Com-

pared  with  WirelessHART,  WIA-PA  supports  IEEE

802.15.4 superframe structure and packet aggregation

mechanism  for  more  efficient  communication  in  the

network[66].  In  topology,  WIA-PA network  comprises

two  layers:  the  mesh  network  and  the  star  network.

Consequently,  its  clock  synchronization  consists  of

two  steps  as  well.  All  the  routing  devices  in  a  mesh

network  synchronize  with  the  gateway.  All  device

nodes  in  a  star  network  synchronize  their  time  with

the routing devices.  WIA-PA employs beacon frames

and command frames to synchronize the clocks of two

nodes.  Some researchers  proposed that  FTSP can be

modified  to  accommodate  the  two-layer  network  ar-

chitecture of WIA-PA[67].

 5    Discussion

Depending on the various requirements of the In-

dustrial  Internet  for  clock  synchronization,  the  time

synchronization protocols  can be enhanced in  a  vari-

ety of ways. In this section, we will summarize poten-

tial  directions for  enhancing Industrial  Internet clock

synchronization  protocols  based  on  the  proposed  re-

quirements in Section 1.
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 5.1    Accuracy

Without  taking  into  account  attacks,  the  preci-

sion  of  clock  synchronization  in  real-world  situations

is  primarily  dependent  on  the  clock  model  and  vari-

ous delays. In terms of the clock model, simple proto-

cols for synchronization directly compensate clock off-

sets  through  a  single  round  of  time  information  ex-

change[29].  By  employing  the  first-order  linear  clock

model  and  fitting  multiple  rounds  of  time  informa-

tion  within  a  sliding  window  based  on  linear  regres-

sion, e.g., linear regression in FTSP, maximum likeli-

hood estimation[13, 35], clock skew and offset can be es-

timated with increased precision. Regarding delay es-

timation,  there  are  numerous  delays  that  impact  the

precision  of  clock  synchronization,  e.g.,  random  ac-

cess  delay of  MAC layer[22],  asymmetric  transmission

delay  between  the  master  and  slave  nodes.  Some re-

searchers employ statistical knowledge in an effort to

improve  the  accuracy  of  delay  estimations.  [35, 50],

for instance, model the communication delay between

nodes as a positive random variable with a Gaussian

distribution. In addition, suppressing clock noise with

filter  technology (e.g.,  the Kalman filter)  is  advanta-

geous  for  enhancing  the  precision  of  clock  synchro-

nization.

 5.2    Rapidity

Distributed  networks  are  centered  on  the  speed,

which is typically measured by the convergence rate.

By  enhancing  the  parameter  update  algorithm,  such

as  by  designing  a  consensus  algorithm,  the  iteration

cycle can be shortened and the convergence speed can

be  increased.  In  addition,  the  clock  parameter  shar-

ing  mechanism among  nodes  proposed  in  [13]  is  also

used to achieve rapid convergence.

 5.3    Security

In  the  Industrial  Internet  scenario,  numerous

types of attacks are inevitable. Clock synchronization

protocols should therefore incorporate a defense mech-

anism. Possible enhancements to security include the

followings.

● Node Identification. According to certain rules,

the network system may identify malicious nodes and

prevents attacks from these nodes. For example, some

studies use the uniqueness of clock skew and the spa-

tial  correlation  of  RRS  for  node  identification,  and

identify  malicious  nodes  based  on  node  identity[21],

which is an effective method.

● Information  Identification. Message  manipula-

tion attacks and Sybil attacks can be avoided by eval-

uating  the  veracity  of  information  in  received  pack-

ages. Information-based defense methods include, but

are not limited to, adding a clock parameter checking

mechanism[4, 55],  comparing  the  time  information  of

parent nodes and grandparent nodes in spanning tree

networks, etc.

● Trusted Clock Source. If the received time infor-

mation  originates  from  a  trusted  sender,  there  is  no

need to be concerned about its security, such as with

a  blockchain-based  clock  synchronization  scheme.  In

[5], the free tamper-proof timestamp data provided by

the public blockchain is used to synchronize the clock

of nodes, and the nodes do not broadcast time infor-

mation,  thus  preventing  the  influence  of  malicious

nodes.  In  [49],  a  public  verifiable  ledger  in  a  closed

blockchain is used to record time information. Due to

the  consensus  mechanism  of  the  blockchain,  an  at-

tacker cannot forge the wrong time.

● Encryption Techniques. Some studies introduce

Encryption techniques  to  ensure  the  secure  exchange

of  time  information  among  nodes[7, 48].  For  example,

symmetric  pre-shared  keys  are  used  in  [48].  Paired

cryptography  is  used  in  [68]  to  secure  the  time  syn-

chronization  protocol  in  WSN.  Due  to  the  need  for

additional authentication information, encrypting typ-

ically requires additional time, storage, and communi-

cation costs[7, 25].

 5.4    Robustness

Usually,  robustness  is  concerned  in  centralized

clock  synchronization  protocols.  It  can  be  enhanced

by rationally designing the method of communication

between  nodes.  For  instance,  SOR  protocols  utilize

one-way  communication,  which  can  effectively  re-

solve  the  issue  where  newly  joined  nodes  cannot  be

synchronized.

 5.5    Low Complexity

For general  nodes,  the clock synchronization pro-

tocols can be simplified by addressing the following is-

sues.

● Computing  and  Storage  Resource  Usage. The

nodes  in  the  Industrial  Internet  network  have  the

phenomenon of unbalanced computing and storage re-

sources,  e.g.,  the  super  nodes  mentioned  in  the  ROS

model[45]. By concentrating on computing and storage
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needs in these super nodes,  the consumption of com-

puting  and storage  resources  on  sensor  nodes  can  be

drastically  decreased.  Moreover,  with  the  develop-

ment of cloud computing, some studies introduce edge

cloud architecture to establish a digital twin model of

the  industrial  network[16],  concentrating  on  resource

consumption on edge cloud servers.

● Energy Consumption. In addition to decreasing

the consumption of computing and storage resources,

it is advantageous for battery-powered nodes to com-

municate during the design node duty cycle phase and

maintain the sleep state at other times[3, 31].  In addi-

tion,  certain  protocols  support  the  time  synchroniza-

tion of nodes based on event triggering as opposed to

periodic  triggering,  which  can  reduce  unneeded  com-

puting, communication, and energy costs.

 5.6    OSI Layer Optimization

In the majority of protocols introduced in Section

3, the MAC timestamp is a crucial piece of time infor-

mation that necessitates a cross-layer design with spe-

cific hardware[11], which may not be available in prac-

tical  applications.  To  support  the  Industrial  Internet

without  the  MAC timestamp,  it  is  necessary  to  look

for  time information  in  other  network  protocol  stack

layers.  For  example,  [11]  proposes  the  Mesh  Time

Synchronization  (MTP)  protocol  for  IP-based  wire-

less mesh networks, which is accurate to the millisec-

ond  level.  A  physical  phenomenon  based  time  syn-

chronization scheme was proposed in [17],  which uti-

lizes concurrent passively observed physical phenome-

na  to  estimate  the  time  information  associated  with

those physical phenomena without using timestamps.

 6    Related Work

Although  several  survey  papers  on  time  synchro-

nization  related  concepts  already  exist  in  the  litera-

ture[1, 69– 73],  none  of  these  previous  surveys  have  fo-

cused on the essential  characteristics  required by the

Industrial  Internet.  A  review  from  2004[69] examines

synchronization issues and compares various synchro-

nization  techniques.  The  references  [70]  and  [71]  ex-

amine  the  clock  models  in  wireless  sensor  networks

and  present  methods  for  synchronizing  time  in  these

networks.  A  work  completed  in  2016[72] classifies  the

methods for message passing based time synchroniza-

tion  in  wireless  sensor  networks  based  on  the  net-

work  structure  formation,  the  synchronization  inter-

val,  and  the  synchronization  message  overhead.  Syn-

chronization  for  both  computer  networks  and  com-

plex  networks  is  discussed  in  [73].  Estimators  play  a

crucial role in the analysis of various protocols. [1] fo-

cuses  on  clock  synchronization  over  packet-switched

networks, and the primary protocols used in comput-

er  networks  (NTP,  PTP,  SyncE,  and White  Rabbit)

are compared.

 7    Conclusions

In this survey, we discussed clock synchronization

for  the  Industrial  Internet.  We  listed  the  require-

ments  for  clock  synchronization  in  the  Industrial  In-

ternet  scenario  and  provided  an  overview  of  three

clock synchronization methods. A physical crystal os-

cillator was used to model the clock, and a potential

delay  in  the  synchronization  process  was  introduced.

On the basis of the clock model and delay, a general

mathematical  method  for  synchronizing  clocks  was

proposed. We presented a summary of clock synchro-

nization  protocols  applicable  to  the  Industrial  Inter-

net scenarios and classified and discussed each proto-

col using a multi-layer classification method. Accord-

ing  to  the  reference  clock  source,  the  protocols  were

initially  classified  into  external  clock  source  synchro-

nization  and  internal  message  exchange  synchroniza-

tion  in  the  multi-layer  classification.  The  internal

message exchange synchronization method was subdi-

vided  into  two  types,  centralized  clock  synchroniza-

tion and distributed clock  synchronization,  according

to  the  topological  relationship  between  nodes.  For

centralized  clock  synchronization,  according  to  the

communication mode between parent nodes and child

nodes in spanning trees, we summarized three modes:

RRS,  SRS,  and  ROS,  and  discussed  protocols  under

each mode;  for  distributed  clock  synchronization,  ac-

cording  to  the  degree  of  association  among  nodes  in

the distributed network, we summarized three modes:

fully  distributed,  clustered,  and  consensus,  and  dis-

cuss ed protocols under each mode. Notably, security

is  an  important  aspect  of  the  Industrial  Internet,

therefore  we  also  focused  on  it.  We  provided  exam-

ples  of  time  synchronization  protocol  applications  on

the  Industrial  Internet.  In  order  to  further  enhance

time synchronization, we provided a summary of fea-

sible improvement directions from the angles of preci-

sion,  security,  performance,  and  OSI  layer  optimiza-

tion.  Despite the fact that clock synchronization is  a

subject that has been extensively researched, for next-
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generation  applications  that  require  robust  and  se-

cure  clock synchronization in  the  Industrial  Internet,

there are still  some issues that require our future at-

tention:

● reasonable  allocation  and  coordination  of  stor-

age, computing, communication, and power resources

in nodes with limited resources;

● guarantee  of  clock  synchronization  security  in

Industrial Internet;

● adaptive  clock  synchronization  for  complex  in-

dustrial environments.
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